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I. Introduction

Google’s recent decision to stop censoring its search results in China reflects the challenging position in which providers of information and communication technologies find themselves today. This Insight provides an overview of the debate about Google’s provision of search services in China and describes the framework of corporate social responsibility that applies to Internet providers operating in countries that restrict expression online.

II. Internet Regulation in China

China uses a combination of technological, legal, and social levers to maintain control of online content. The most well-known of these is the “Great Firewall of China.” The government requires state-licensed Internet service providers (ISPs), which operate the gateways through which Internet content travels into China, to filter certain identified domain names and URLs, thus preventing them from being accessed by users in China. The resulting bottleneck creates delay and makes pages difficult to load for websites hosted outside the Great Firewall, including Google’s main search site, google.com.

For content originating within China, the government uses a variety of other techniques. For example, it licenses and regulates ISPs and Internet content providers (ICPs, including all websites with Chinese domain names) and prohibits the transmission or display of prohibited content. This “intermediary liability” means that providers must monitor and police their sites and services in order to maintain their licenses. Although it may order ISPs and ICPs to take down specific content, the government refrains from precisely specifying prohibited content in advance. As a result, many companies generate their own lists of prohibited words and sites, which results in over-blocking. The government also prohibits individual posting of prohibited content and detains and prosecutes violators. Finally, it affirmatively manages online content, allowing the disclosure of some information and relying on coverage provided by state news agencies.[1]

Although the government’s control of the Internet is effective, it is not absolute. Chinese users have access to considerable online content, including some politically sensitive content. By allowing some freedom online, China is able to control content that is of most concern while at the same time largely avoiding discontent that might become a call for political change.[2]

III. Google’s Foray Into China

Google established a subsidiary in China in 2005. On January 27, 2006, Google announced that it was launching google.cn as a search engine operating from servers located in China, inside the Great Firewall. The company explained that in order to offer this faster and more reliable search engine on servers in China, “we have agreed to remove certain sensitive information from our search results.”[3] Google made two strategic choices at the time. First, worried that it might be required to share information on Chinese servers with the government, Google would not offer email or blogging tools in China until it was sure it could protect the privacy of individual users. Second, it would inform users when search results had
been censored.

Perhaps because of tension with its informal company motto, “Don’t Be Evil,”
Google was roundly criticized for agreeing to comply with Chinese content
restrictions. The debate led to congressional hearings before a House
subcommittee, where executives from Yahoo!, Google, Microsoft, and Cisco
were taken to task for their compliance with Chinese Internet censorship.[4] It
also prompted renewed attention to U.S. legislation designed to regulate
companies operating in countries that engage in censorship.

IV. Google’s About Face

In January 2010, Google announced that it had “detected a highly
sophisticated and targeted attack on our corporate infrastructure originating
from China that resulted in the theft of intellectual property from Google.”
This attack targeted the Google email accounts of Chinese human rights
activists. Google stated that it was no longer willing to continue censoring its
search results on google.cn, explaining: “These attacks and the surveillance
they have uncovered—combined with the attempts over the past year to
further limit free speech on the web—have led us to conclude that we should
review the feasibility of our business operations in China.”[5]

In March, Google made good on its threat and shut down its China-based
search engine. google.cn no longer provided general search services from
China, but instead automatically redirected users to Google’s Hong Kong
site, google.com.hk. Although google.com.hk—like google.com—provides
uncensored Chinese-language search to users in China, it is outside the
Great Firewall. Unless a user in China uses encryption or other
work-arounds,[6] the filters of the Great Firewall can block searches from
inside China as well as access by users in China to individual pages
appearing within the search results.[7]

On June 28, Google announced that it would no longer automatically
redirect users to google.com.hk. According to Google, conversations with
Chinese officials indicated that the redirect was “unacceptable” and that the
government would not renew Google’s ICP license.[8] Instead, google.cn
would now provide a user-clickable link to google.com.hk, in addition to links
to Google’s China-based music search, product search, and translation
services.[8] Although the change is not significant in terms of how users
experience the site,[9] it may have provided Google with a better basis to
argue that google.cn complies with Chinese law. While automatic redirection
might have been considered offering uncensored search services in China,
the user-clickable link provides a choice, not a service, since it is the user
who decides to access google.com.hk.[10] The compromise appears to have
been acceptable to the government. On July 9, Google announced that the
government had renewed its ICP license.[11]

V. Corporate Social Responsibility

The debate about Google illustrates some of the challenges for companies
operating in countries that restrict online expression. John Ruggie, the
Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the issue of human
rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises, has
called the situation in which companies are called on to comply with
domestic law inconsistent with international norms, “[o]ne of the toughest
dilemmas companies face.” He noted that companies are often “caught in
the middle unless they find ways to honour the spirit of international
standards without violating national law.”[12]

This situation is difficult in part because there are no clear lines
distinguishing prohibited from permitted conduct. Censorship of search
engine results can violate the right to seek information in a medium of one’s
choice. States may limit this right, however, to protect the rights of others
and for reasons of national security and public order. Decisions about such
limits are intimately bound up with domestic policies. Germany, for example,
prohibits Nazi paraphernalia and Holocaust denial and requires ICPs to
remove such material from their local sites.[14] Although this is not to suggest
an equivalency between Germany and China in their regulation of the
Internet, the indeterminacy of expressive rights does mean that such
distinctions can be difficult to draw. Even jurisdictions that are largely rights-
respecting can make demands that violate individual rights.[15]

This dilemma is compounded by the limited choices available to companies
in this situation and the increasingly significant role they are being forced to assume in controlling content they host and transmit. Companies faced with conflicting demands usually have only two choices, "business as usual" or leaving the country, a choice that may itself have harmful consequences. In addition, the global trend toward increased intermediary liability means that significant responsibility for Internet policy is being outsourced to private companies. Although intermediary liability may be necessary to effectively protect individual rights in some instances, it is also associated with problems of accountability and transparency, as decisions about prohibited content are delegated to private entities not a part of the political process.

VI. Code as Law

These challenges indicate the need for the development of more specific global standards regarding corporate responsibility and online expression. Yet given the range of interests states can have in controlling Internet content, concrete substantive standards may be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. Nor can regulation be technology-specific, as is the case with prohibited weapons, since information and communication technologies can be used equally for legitimate and illegitimate ends.

One option to explore might be technological standards. Larry Lessig's well-known maxim, "code is law,"[16] is instructive here. "Code"—the technological instructions that tell our devices how to function—can restrain behavior as effectively as legislative and judicial rules. (For example, the code that prevents downloading songs onto too many devices can be as effective at preventing music sharing as the threat of civil or criminal penalties.) Although code may also need to be backed up by law ("legal code") at times, it does provide a set of default assumptions that can have significant effects on conduct.

On the international level, we need to think much more thoroughly about the extent to which our technological standards reflect policy choices. Ethan Zuckerman, for example, has encouraged companies to build their platforms in ways that make them difficult to censor, noting that if YouTube increased the number of internet protocol addresses leading to its site, the site would be more difficult to block.[17] Code can also be built into technological standards. China, for example, has unsuccessfully pushed for wireless standards that would have prevented users from logging on to networks anonymously, and it has tried to require installation of filtering software on personal computers sold in China.[18] We need to consider the policies embedded into our standards and platforms as carefully as we consider those built into law.

VII. The Global Network Initiative

Given the indeterminacy of online rights, the work of the Global Network Initiative is a welcome development. The Initiative is a multi-stakeholder effort aimed at generating principles for information and communication technology companies faced with pressure to comply with domestic laws that are at odds with international standards. With only three companies signed on to its principles, Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft, the Initiative is still in its early stages, but its principles do suggest possible directions.

The Initiative's principles call on participating companies to "avoid or minimize" the impact of government restrictions on freedom of expression and to "respect and protect the freedom of expression rights of their users" when faced with contrary domestic legislation.[19] Implementation guidelines encourage companies to engage with the host government on Internet policies, clarify and narrow government requests, minimize the negative effects of compliance, challenge regulations believed to violate international law, and be transparent with respect to any actions taken in compliance with such regulations.[20]

Although the principles are an important step, they also pose risks. First, there is a risk that superficial compliance with the principles might provide cover to companies seeking to do business in restrictive regimes. Second, the principles’ ambiguity means that companies have to exercise judgment and imagination in responding to demands to follow local law. Third, there may be few incentives for companies to engage with local governments or to invest the resources needed to achieve long-term change.[21]

Google’s negotiation with the Chinese government provides an opportunity
to evaluate the principles in action. By providing a link to an uncensored search engine elsewhere, Google attempted to interpret Chinese regulations narrowly and minimize the harm to users. In order to stop censoring its search results, however, Google had to shut down its China-based search engine. In addition, the censorship experienced by users of google.com.hk is in some ways less transparent than previously encountered on google.cn. Instead of receiving results with a message that some entries were removed to comply with local law, searches and individual pages are simply unavailable.

At the same time, providing a link to an uncensored search engine on a website in China encourages more access than if individuals had to seek out google.com.hk on their own. Censorship via technological filters also tends to be more porous than ICP self-regulation. Most important, however, has been the dialogue between Google and the government. Google has proactively sought clarification about the requirements of Chinese law and challenged requests that it believed were inconsistent with international norms. Over time, this type of engagement is critical in fostering the long-term change that the principles seek to achieve.

Google’s recent exchange with China also indicates that, at least with respect to the Internet, there may be more alignment between business incentives and corporate social responsibility than might be assumed. Public pressure on Google certainly played an important role in its decision to change its business practices. Yet human rights and rule of law can have additional consequences for a company’s business model. States that do not respect the privacy of their citizens’ information are unlikely to respect that of companies operating within their borders. For information and communication technology companies, infrastructure security is a critical component of their business model. As a result, it may become increasingly difficult for companies to remain agnostic about the information and communication policies of the countries in which they operate.
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